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9AThe Atom

We once believed that atoms were the smallest units of matter. Then it was discovered that there are even
smaller particles inside atoms! The structure of the atom is the underlying reason nearly all the properties of
matter we experience are what they are. This Investigation will lead you through some challenging and fun
games that illustrate how atoms are built from protons, neutrons, and electrons.

A Modeling an atom
In the atom game, colored marbles represent the three kinds of particles. Red marbles are protons, blue
marbles are neutrons, and yellow marbles are electrons. 

1. Build the atom above using three red, three blue, and three yellow marbles.
2. Fill in the blanks in the empty periodic table box for the atom you constructed.

B Thinking about the atom
  a. What is the number below the element symbol called and what does this number tell you about the 

atom?

  b. What is the number(s) above the element symbol called and what does this number tell you about the 
atom?

  c. Why do some elements have more than one number above the symbol? What are the variations in this 
number called?

Question for this Investigation:
How is an atom organized?

Materials
• Atom building game
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C The Atomic Challenge
Atomic Challenge is a game that simulates the periodic table of elements. 

The winner of the game is the first player to use all their marbles. 

1. Each player should start with the following marbles: 6 blue 
marbles (neutrons), 5 red marbles (protons), and 5 yellow 
marbles (electrons). 

2. Each player takes turns adding 1 - 5 marbles, but not more than 
5. The marbles may include any mixture of electrons, protons, 
and neutrons.

3. Marbles played in a turn are added to the marbles already in the 
atom.

4. If you add marbles that make an atom NOT shown on the 
periodic table you have to take your marbles back and lose your 
turn. Only atoms where the electrons, protons, and neutrons 
match one of the naturally occurring elements on the table are 
allowed.

5. A player can trade marbles with the bank INSTEAD of taking a turn. The player can take as many 
marbles, and of as many colors as they need but must take at least as many total marbles as they put 
in. For example, a player can trade 2 yellows for 1 yellow, 1 blue, and 1 red.

D Using the periodic table
Atoms which are not on the periodic table shown (see next page) may exist in nature but they are radioactive
and unstable. For example, carbon-14 (C14) is unstable and is not listed although C12 and C13 are stable.

  a. How many electrons does an atom of neon (Ne) have?

  b. How many stable isotopes does oxygen (O) have?

  c. Find one element on the periodic table that has no stable isotopes.

  d. What element has atoms with 26 protons in the nucleus?

  e. On most periodic tables a single atomic mass is listed instead of the mass numbers for all the stable 
isotopes. How is this mass related to the different isotopes?
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